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Quicklaw and CCH Online
Basic Boolean Connectors 
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CCH Online Quicklaw
Truncation and Wildcards

Operator Description Symbol Example Results
Multiple Character Wildcard * ! valu* value, valued, 

valuable, valuation...

acqui! acquire, acquiring, 
acquisition, …

This symbol can be 
used anywhere in 
a word (beginning, 

middle or end)

This symbol can be 
used in the middle or 
at the end of a word

*liab
liab*
lab*r

liab!
lab!r

Single Character Wildcard ? * licen?e license, licence

Sp**gel Speigel, Spiegel

Stemming (word from) % % NA fall% fall, falling, fell…

Synonym $ NA income$ income, pay, salary, 
wage...

CCH Online Quicklaw
Connectors

Operator Description Symbol Example Results
OR OR OR lawyer or counsel lawyer or counsel or 

both

dividends OR 
interest

dividends or 
interest or both

Unordered proximity “xx”@# /n drug /5 abuse drug and abuse 
within 5 words of 
each. Terms may 
appear in any order.

“resource 
acquisition”@5

resource and 
acquisition within 
5 words of each. 
Terms may appear 
in any order.
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Ordered proximity “xx”/# +n summary +3 
judgment

summary and 
judgment within 3 
words of each other.  
Terms must appear 
in order typed in.

“corporate tax 
law”/10

corporate, tax, and 
law within 10 words 
of each other. Terms 
must appear in the 
order typed.

Not within X words NA NOT /n trust NOT /2 
charitable

the word trust 
occurs but the word 
charitable is not 
within two words 
of it

Sentence proximity NA /s sanction /s frivolous the words sanction 
and frivolous 
appear in the same 
sentence

Not within the same sentence NA NOT /s market NOT /s share the words market 
and share appear, 
but not within the 
same sentence

Paragraph proximity NA /p age /p discrimination the words age and 
discrimination 
appear in the same 
paragraph

Not within the same paragraph NA NOT /p cable NOT /p 
television

both words cable 
and television 
appear, but not 
within the same 
paragraph

Not within same document NOT AND NOT british AND NOT 
british columbia

the word british 
occurs, but british 
columbia does not. 
This will exclude 
documents that 
mention British 
Columbia

NOT fraud does not contain the 
word fraud
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In the same document AND & Space AND (&) land AND trust the words land and 
trust both appear 
at some point in the 
document

accountant and 
lawyer

contains both 
accountant and 
lawyer

Exact Phrase “xx” Default Operator in 
Quicklaw

“(xx)”

"255(1)(b)"  
"search and seizure"

By default, the 
LexisNexis® 
Quicklaw® service 
searches two or 
more words as 
an exact phrase. 
However, if your 
phrase contains 
brackets or a 
word that is also a 
connector, enclose 
your phrase in 
quotation marks in 
order to disengage 
the connector.

“to be or not to be” the exact phrase “to 
be or not to be”

Group by parentheses
To change the connector priority, 
use brackets

( ) ( )

Connectors 
inside brackets 

have priority over, 
connectors outside 

brackets.

bankrupt! /25 
discharg! AND 
(student OR college 
OR education W/5 
loan)

prioritizes as: 
(student OR college 
OR education 
/5 loan) AND 
(bankrupt! /25 
discharg!)

(me & you) XOR (we 
& us)

both me and you or 
both we and us only, 
but not with me and 
you as well as we 
and us in the same 
document
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